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Gillett Morrissey gain Achilles Building
Confidence accreditation

Gillett Morrissey have successfully been awarded
accreditation from Achilles Building Confidence,
a programme designed to meet the increasingly
demanding legislative and risk management needs
of the construction industry.
Achilles developed the Building Confidence
accreditation in partnership with Lend Lease. It
includes a wide range of strict criteria significant to
health, safety, quality and environmental practices
which are fully assessed and audited to provide
customers with benchmarked performance criteria.

keep us at the forefront of our industry. Amongst the
benefits for us, and our clients, it will demonstrate
compliance and improvement against a leading
standard of excellence. In addition we will be able
to continually improve our offering to clients with the
latest best industry practices.”
Buyers use Achilles Building Confidence for different
requirements from sourcing new suppliers to
receiving competitive bids and finding suppliers in
a new area that comply to the industry standard
due to achieving Achilles Building Confidence
accreditation and registration. Others use it to
ensure their supply chain’s Construction Design and
Management (CDM) Stage 1 compliance and to
help with their own bids.

The Achilles Building Confidence community helps
to create business opportunities for suppliers in a
collaborative, neutral environment whilst ensuring
compliance to industry standards and reducing risks
across the supply chain for buying organisations.
Paul Gillett, Director, said “Successfully completing
the programme and achieving the accreditation
As keen advocates of continuous improvement and reiterates Gillett Morrissey’s dedication to providing
understanding the value of the Building Confidence
quality products and services as well as our
scheme, Gillett Morrissey completed the rigourous
compliance and commitment to our customers
application pre-qualification covering their current
increasing demands regarding health and safety,
systems for Health & Safety, the Environment and
environmental and corporate governance.”
Occupational Health. This was then reviewed off site
prior to an Achilles auditor spending two days on
site carrying out an audit of these systems.
For more information about Gillett Morrissey
contact paul@gillettmorrissey.co.uk
Dean Morrissey, Director, explains; “We have
an extensive collection of industry awards and
accreditations. They demonstrate why we feel
we are among the very best at what we do. The
empowered by Achilles
Building Confidence standard is important as it will
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